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A message from DSW                         
 
 
DSW is a business that proudly operates under the tenets of being innovative, incisive and inspiring, 
underpinned by integrity in everything that we do.

Our fulfilment model comprises our in-house team of L&D experts, complemented by carefully 
chosen strategic partners and a talent pool in excess of 850 L&D specialists, providing you with 
expertise when needed; whether for a few days, weeks, months or longer.

Quality assured and matched to your requirements, we provide interim expertise to cover all aspects 
of the L&D cycle; Project Management, Consultancy, Training, Design, Digital Solutions, Physical and 
Virtual Delivery, On-Job Coaching and detailed evaluation covering all four Kirkpatrick levels.

As a senior resourcing specialist, I have 12 years’ experience working with some of the world’s largest 
and best known brands. 

In my role with one of the UK’s largest recruitment companies, I had the pleasure of delivering 
significant client cost savings by helping to streamline direct hire strategies and delivering bespoke 
outsourced solutions as part of preferred supplier list and managed service agreements.

At DSW I continue to work with the same calibre of client, using my considerable recruitment 
expertise to provide outsourced L&D solutions to address strategic and immediate challenges - 
something we have a 20 year legacy of success in delivering to the likes of Barclays, Santander, 
HSBC, RBS, Post Office and many more.  

I look forward to hearing how we may be able to help you moving forward and support you in 
pursuit of your objectives.

Many Thanks, Joel
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About DSW

 
Formed in 1999, DSW is an innovative Management and 
Training consultancy with a wealth of experience in designing 
and delivering blended learning and development solutions to 
meet the needs of FTSE 350 firms. 

DSW Consulting is part of the wider DSW business family, 
which includes our Apprenticeships and Digital Learning 
divisions. We exist to deliver high quality learning and 
development support across key areas of expertise including; 
Leadership, Consultancy, Apprenticeships, Digital Learning and 
Talent Management / Resourcing. 
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Resourcing & consultancy services
 

Our consultants combine academic pedigree with a pragmatic approach 
and work in collaboration with you to help bring about positive change to 
your business - making it more effective and your people more productive. 

Our quality-assured 850-person strong talent pool provides you with 
extensive cross-sector experience, sharing their knowledge of emerging 
best practice and innovation. 

Example solutions include:

• Interim L&D professionals covering all roles within the learning cycle
• Managed services covering all learning requirements
• Project and programme management
• Leadership and management development 
• Sales, relationship and key account management excellence
• Developing trusted relationships with colleagues and external clients
• Customer services and operations training
• Graduate and early-in-career programmes
• Coaching and mentoring
• Regulatory-led transformation and compliance
• Assessment centre design and facilitation 
• Change management process, procedures and behaviours talent       

management / resourcing
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Our talent pool expertise at 
your disposal
 
Every member of our talent pool has been subject to a robust 
selection and assessment process. 

This means you can be assured of their experience and 
expertise, which is matched to your requirements, providing 
access to talented individuals on-demand. 

This pool of 850 accredited experts enables your business to 
access interim learning specialists or outsourcing solutions 
throughout the UK and central Europe.

Each year we consistently deliver over 10,000 days of interim 
learning and development support to FTSE 350 firms; from one 
off placements to full outsourced programme management of 
large change projects.


Workshop facilitators


Interim managers


Consultants


Trainers & virtual deliverers


Administrators


Creative & instructional designers

Coaches
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Project & programme managers
 
We have the capability, competency and capacity to quickly deploy 
Programme, Project and Delivery Managers, skilled in a number of common 
project management methodologies to ensure your next L&D project is 
successful. 

We deliver end-to-end project support to resource L&D interventions which 
are beyond business as usual for most L&D teams. 

The breadth of our Associate expertise enables us to resource and manage 
all aspects of the project life-cycle, from scoping, planning, design and 
delivery through to embedding, sustaining and reviewing learning projects

Methodologies covered include the following: 

• Agile (Scrum)

• Lean (Six Sigma)

• Waterfall 

• Prince 2


Project managers


Programme managers
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Regulatory change projects
 
When regulation dictates change, we represent a safe pair of 
hands to call upon, having designed, delivered and project 
managed some of the largest regulatory-led change programmes 
in the UK.

Working with your programme office and key stakeholders, we 
can act as an extension to your in-house team, supplying the 
interim expertise needed to work under your supervision, or 
supply a fully outsourced programme management solution.

We have led successful regulatory change programmes for 
many clients including:
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People development 
 
 
DSW is the go-to supplier for many UK and multinational organisations 
in developing talent to produce optimal results; offering the expertise 
to support people development from the start of an employee’s career, 
through to entry into senior leadership positions. 

We design and deliver on-boarding and graduate (early-in-career) 
programmes and subsequent continuous professional development 
initiatives. We equip your people with the knowledge, skills and behaviours 
required to grow capability and performance. 

Our links to leading academic institutions and professional awarding bodies 
enable us to deliver a wide range of development solutions, including 
professional qualifications at all levels. 

Over 50,000 consultancy, 

training, interim and project 

management days delivered
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Programme design & delivery
 
 
From concept through to formal evaluation, our instructional designers 
offer an end-to-end design and delivery service for the production and 
implementation of engaging learning solutions. Using the latest rapid 
authoring and digital learning tools, we can create blended programmes 
that ensure successful on-job application. 

Our 5 Stage Learning Journey© framework provides you with a proven 
methodology to produce learning programmes that meet the highest 
academic standards and achieve independent professional accreditation 
if required.

Benefits include:

• Use of our IP to design programmes that can be accredited

• Expertise available to cover all elements of a blended approach

• Use of the latest rapid authoring tools

• Agile approach 

• Access to digital learning experts to help design and facilitate 
blended learning
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DSW House, 
Unit 3 Hayfield Business Park, 
Field Lane, 
Auckley, 
Doncaster, 
South Yorkshire, 
DN9 3FL

01302 760 008 

info@dsw.uk.net

            www.dswconsulting.co.ukPatrick Doran
Managing Director

 07860 888 014
 pd@dsw.uk.net
 https://www.linkedin.com/in/pdoran1/

www

Follow DSW for 
news & insights:

Next steps
 
 
We hope that this brief introduction to our background, beliefs and suite 
of L&D Consultancy services enables you to see the potential to benefit 
from our collaborative management and training consultancy expertise.

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss your approach to L&D 
Consultancy and explore how we may be able to help.

To arrange a call, meeting or web conference, please feel free to make 
direct contact with myself or one of my colleagues.

Finally, I take this opportunity to thank you for your kind consideration of 
DSW and we look forward to hearing from you. 

“Learning solutions for lasting change”
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